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PRODUCT INFORMATION

The universal gravel trap, with its flow-optimised dome grating 
design, is fitted above the flat roof gully or drain to protect the 
drainage pipe from blockages and to improve the drainage 
capacities. It should be cleaned and any deposits removed as 
part of the regular maintenance to ensure its full functionality.

Material
All components are made of highly weather-resistant, durable, 
black coloured PP. 

Construction material class 
B2

Notes on universal gravel trap 
 §  The universal gravel trap dome grating for the surface  
can be loaded up to 100 kg and cannot be driven over

 § �The three push-fit feet made of stable, fibre reinforced  
plastic allow variable use for drains from DN 70–DN 150 
with the universal gravel trap and from DN 70–DN 125  
with the parapet universal gravel trap.

 §  The feet are simply inserted into the respective plug-in  
devices for DN 70, DN 100, DN 125, DN 150 (reversible  
connection) and automatically tighten in the drain

 §  Maintenance of the drains is always possible by manual  
removal of the universal gravel trap (without dismantling 
tools) even when water is backed up
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TECHNICAL NOTES

Flat roof screen and gravel 
trap DN 50

Universal-gravel trap and 
parapet-universal-gravel trap 
DN 70–DN 150

Universal gravel trap DN 70–DN 150

Gravel trap/Screen DN 50

Parapet-universal gravel trap DN 70–DN 125

FLECK Gravel traps for flat roof drains

Data sheet 8.10 FD gravel trap
fleck-dach.de/en/produkte/universal-gravel-trap-dn-70dn-150/
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Nominal diameter
Dimensions (mm)

A B C D

DN 50 50 23 115 20
DN 70–DN 150* 210 80 135 –

 Dimensions in mm

 

*  Note: Adaptation to the nominal width using the plug-in feet (length x = 55 mm)
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